Location: Hilton Washington Embassy Row
2015 Massachusetts Avenue NW
Washington, D.C.  20036
202-265-1600

Wednesday, 9 March

9:45 AM  Sign in by all Participants and Audience; Registration for Public Comment

10:00 AM  Opening Statement of the Chair and Self-Introductions by Science Advisory Board (SAB) Members
Ray Ban, The Weather Channel and Chair, NOAA SAB

10:15 AM  NOAA Update
Dr. Jane Lubchenco, Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere

11:00 AM  SAB Data Archive and Access Requirements Working Group Report
Ferris Webster, University of Delaware and Chair, DAARWG

11:45 AM  Lunch

1:00 PM  NOAA Response to SAB Recommendations on Implementing Integrated Ecosystem Assessments
Douglas DeMaster, Acting Chief Scientist, NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service

1:45 PM  NOAA Response to SAB Recommendations on Integrated Ecosystem Assessments, the Ecosystem Approach to Management and Coastal and Marine Spatial Planning
Douglas DeMaster, Acting Chief Scientist, NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service

2:30 PM  Break

2:45 PM  SAB Ecosystem Sciences and Management Working Group Report on Coastal and Marine Spatial Planning
Jim Sanchirico, University of California at David, Member, ESMWG and Member, SAB

3:45 PM  Discussion of NOAA and SAB activities on Ocean Policy and CMSP
Led by Sally Yozell, NOAA Director of Policy and Senior Advisor to to the Under Secretary

4:15PM  NOAA Response to the SAB Recommendations on Oceans and Human Health
Paul Sandifer, NOAA Senior Science Advisor
Thursday, 10 March

8:00 AM  Sign in by all Participants and Audience

8:30 AM  Official Call to Order and Review of Agenda
          Cynthia Decker, Executive Director, NOAA SAB

8:45 AM  Update of the SAB Working Group Subcommittee
          Eric Barron, President, Florida State University and Chair, WG Subcommittee

10:15 AM  Break

10:30 AM  Connecting Climate and Ecosystems: Progress and Challenges
          Charles Stock, Research Oceanographer, NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory,
          Princeton, NJ and winner 2009 Presidential Early Career Award to Scientists and Engineers

11:15 AM  Space Weather
          Tom Bogdan, Director, NOAA NWS Space Weather Prediction Center

12:00 PM  Lunch

1:00 PM  Working Group Reports
          • EISWG
          • CWG
          • OEAWG
          • DAARWG
          • ESMWG

2:00 PM  Review of Actions

2:30 PM  Adjourn